Editorial

Maarten Boers
In the context of measurement of health
status, “impact” is a relatively new term
that encompasses the patient’s perspective on the disease.1 The importance
of patient-reported outcomes has traditionally been recognised within the
rheumatology community, as evidenced
by their presence in the core set of end
points for rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
clinical trials formulated at the ﬁ rst
Outcome Measures in Rheumatology
Initiative (OMERACT) conference in
1992. 2 However, patients and researchers
present at the OMERACT 6 conference
in 2002 noted that the patient perspective was not adequately covered by the
three core set measures: pain, physical
function and patient global assessment. 3
Domains deemed important but not covered included fatigue, sleep quality and
well-being.
More recently, researchers from Bristol
have suggested that the impact of a disease or its components is dependent on
three interdependent concepts: severity, importance and self-management.4
Severity and importance are relatively
well-known components that have
already been incorporated in so-called
“personal preference” tools such as the
McMaster-Toronto Arthritis (MACTAR)
scale that asks patients to rank their ﬁve
most important activities and subsequently tracks changes in the ability to
perform these activities over time. 5 Selfmanagement is a new angle brought in
by the patients that is really self evident
once named, but rarely mentioned before
let alone measured in trials. For example,
the impact of a disease ﬂare in RA could
be expressed in: the total severity (how
bad is it?); the importance (are joints that
I really need affected?); and the ability to
cope (can I still do what I need to do?).
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Therefore, it is a happy occasion that
two papers in this issue document the
validity of a new instrument, Rheumatoid
Arthritis Impact of Disease (RAID)
Score.6 7 The initial development of the
instrument was previously reported.8
Brieﬂy, European patients were polled to
derive a list of the seven most important
domains or dimensions of the impact of
disease. Over 500 patients from all over
Europe were then asked to provide a relative weight for each of the domains.
The paper by Gossec et al (see page
935) reports on the ﬁ nal development
and initial validation of the RAID.6 The
companion paper by Heiberg and colleagues reports on the performance of
the RAID in a Norwegian register of
RA patients (see page 1080). 7 Several
other studies are presumably in preparation or in press, judging from the list of
abstracts published at the EULAR 2010
conference.
The two papers document the careful
and stepwise process taken to develop
and validate the instrument. The authors
posit that the questions posed by the
OMERACT Filter 9 can be answered positively: Truth: does RAID measure what
it intends to measure, in an unbiased
way? Discrimination: does it discriminate between situations that are of interest? Feasibility: is the instrument easy to
apply and to interpret, at low costs?
Although, for the most part, I can agree
with the authors’ positive assessment, a
closer look reveals some problems that
may need to be addressed before we fully
embrace this measure.
First, there is a problem with redundancy. As this instrument is speciﬁcally targeted for use in clinical trials,
the question can be raised what RAID
adds to the current core set. The core set
was designed to comprise the minimum
number of end points that should always
be measured in RA trials, and it already
includes pain, patient global assessment
and physical function, as previously

noted. Thus, the RAID adds fatigue,
emotional well-being, sleep and coping.
Suppose we were to measure both the
core set and RAID that also contains part
of the core set: some end points would
then be reported twice.
To be included in the core set, a measure should add unique information that
is necessary to judge the efﬁcacy of a
treatment in a trial. After considering
the evidence on existing instruments,
OMERACT attendees have previously
indicated that fatigue should be measured
in all trials,10 that is, become part of the
core set. However, an “ofﬁcial” revision
of the core set has not taken place. For
the other “new” concepts in the RAID,
it is as yet unclear what unique information they bring to that which is already
included in the core set. Or rather, as
both papers show, such information is
probably limited, given the quite strong
correlations (0.49–0.77 in Gossec et al’s
paper and 0.73–0.82 in Heiberg et al)6 7
with other core set measures as well as
legacy instruments such as the SF-36.
Already today we face a real problem
of losing sight of the wood for the trees,
as current trials are sliced and diced to
produce separate reports on the core set,
radiographs, quality of life, costs, etc followed by yearly extension reports until
kingdom come. Thus, routine application of the RAID within trials needs further thought.
Second, the instrument shows good
discrimination both in its reliability over
repeated observations, detecting different levels of severity, and by detecting
changes (or lack of change) in populations
where such (lack of) change is expected.
Interestingly, simple numerical rating
scales performed as well as more extensive instruments in several of the
domains. However, I do have a problem
with the separate weights suggested for
each of the RAID domains. Based on the
mean weight given to the seven domains
by over 500 patients, the ﬁ nal RAID score
has to be calculated by multiplying the
score on each of the domains by a separate
weighting factor. This increases the face
value of the resulting summary RAID
score, as it reﬂects the relative importance
of the domains as judged by the patients.
But wait… If we look at the 2009 report,
the mean weights ranged from 9 to 21 (on
a scale of 0–100), with SDs that exceeded
that mean in almost every instance.8 This
indicates a skewed distribution, as borne
out by the medians that ranged from
7 to 15; also, ﬁve of the seven domains
had the same median weight of 12. This
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OMERACT Filter.9 The RAID team
has made great strides in showing us
that each of these important domains
can be measured with a simple numerical rating scale. Each of the RAID questions has now been translated into a
wealth of languages, respecting cultural
context. Therefore, it is a pity that the
authors currently still recommend calculating the RAID with this difﬁcult set
of weights. However, history has shown
that researchers and clinicians are creative in applying an instrument to ﬁt
their current needs, and the data suggest
that a simple summed RAID score will
also serve us well.
In all, we should celebrate the addition of this important instrument to our
armamentarium.
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tells us three things: ﬁ rst that the weight
given to each of the dimensions varies
considerably between patients; second,
that some patients give extreme weights
to one or two domains, suggesting that
the mean may not be the best representation of where the majority of the patients
score; and third, that the medians of the
weights given to the domains are (very)
close together. And even if we were to
accept the mean weight as a valid representation of the results, one can question
whether the distribution of weights is not
simply due to the play of chance. A twoway ANOVA of the 2009 results might
give us the answer.
During the peer-review process, the
authors were requested to perform analyses of the unweighted RAID sum score.
These analyses showed, in some contrast
to the statements made in the current
report,7 that the results of the unweighted
score were virtually superimposable upon
the results of the weighted RAID score. In
all, an unweighted score appears to have
comparable face validity, with measurement properties in terms of discrimination that are equal to the weighted RAID
score for all intents and purposes.
Quite often, the bottom line for the
wide adoption of a measure lies in its
feasibility, the third element of the
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